X -2 HUYBERS: HOCKEY STICKS
McIntyre and McKitrick [2005] (MM05) point out a bias in the Mann et al. [1998] (MBH98) Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstruction, one tending to enhance trends during the last century. Having reproduced the statistical results of MM05, this comment is prompted by further questions regarding appropriate implementation of principal component analysis (PCA) and the presence of discrepancies in their estimate of significance levels.
MBH98 use principal component analysis (PCA) to distill the large number of tree ring records (90% of the total 415 proxy records) into a smaller number of principal components (PCs). MM05 focus on a subset of the data, the seventy North American tree ring records (NOAMER) extending back to AD1400, and show that the MBH98 normalization leads to biases in the leading principal component (PC1). It is in this same step that MM05 use a questionable normalization procedure, making it useful to describe the various normalization conventions in detail.
The MBH98 normalization convention for a record, x, is x MBH = (x −x 1902 )/σ 1902 , wherē MBH98 compute the standard deviation after detrending x, indicated as σ , an additional step that seems questionable but turns out not to influence the results. Because proxy records span different intervals, it is impossible to both normalize records over a fixed interval and ensure that records are zero-mean over their entire duration. MBH98 presumably chose the 1902 to 1980 normalization period because almost all records span this interval, but which MM05 point out leads to a bias in the results.
The reason for the bias in the MBH98 PC1 can be understood by considering that PCA maximizes the variance described by each principal component where variance is measured
as the sum of the squared record, σ 2 = t x MBH98 normalization tends to assign large variances to records with a pre-1902 mean far from the 1902 to 1980 mean, and records with the largest variance tend to determine PC1. This bias was checked using a Monte Carlo algorithm independent of MM05's. To remove the bias in MBH98's calculations, MM05 set records to zero mean over the entire 1400 to 1980 interval, giving the normalization x MM = x −x 1400 .
MM05 list fifteen records as dominating the MBH98 PC1 (see Table 1 in MM05). The MBH98 normalization leads to these fifteen records having roughly twice the variance of the other records, whereas the MM05 normalization effectively down-weights these same records by a factor of two (see Figure 1) . What, then, is the best normalization?
NOAMER records are standardized chronologies [Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990] , reported as fractional changes from mean tree ring width or maximum ring density after correcting for the effects of increasing tree age. The variance of the chronology is a function of both environmental variability and the trees' sensitivity to the environment. Sensitivity depends on factors such as species, soil, local topography, tree age, location within a
forest, and what quantity is being measured [Fritts, 1976] . The most striking example of varying sensitivity is that the two NOAMER chronologies indicating changes in tree ring density (co509x and wy023x) have variances roughly thirty times smaller than the other chronologies indicating changes in tree ring width.
To further check the controls on tree ring variance, the variance of each NOAMER chronology is compared with that of the nearest instrumental temperature record using the tree ring chronology and instrumental variances), the best approach appears to be to normalize the variance of the NOAMER records prior to performing PCA. Thus, a third normalization is proposed where records are adjusted to zero-mean and unit variance over their full 1400 to 1980 duration, a standard practice in PCA [Preisendorfer, 1988 p22; Rencher, 2002 p393] here referred to as "full normalization". Up to multiplication by a constant, full normalization is equivalent with PCA of the correlation matrix. Another point raised by MM05 is that many of the strongest trends in the tree ring chronologies may be unrelated to temperature change [Graybill and Idso, 1993] -in future studies this may warrant the exclusion or down-weighting of certain records, but this is an additional step which would have to be explicitly stated. The sensitivity of PCA to what normalization is applied is made clear by the low squared-cross-correlation between the MBH98 and MM05 PC1s (r 2 =0.17). In contrast, the annual average of the records is nearly insensitive to which of the three normalizations are applied; each pair of record averages has a squared-cross-correlation exceeding 0.95.
To avoid ambiguity in future studies, it may be preferable to use simple averages rather than PCA when estimating spatial means such as Northern Hemisphere temperatures.
It is useful to compare the record averages with the PC1 results after scaling both to
Northern Hemisphere instrumental temperatures [Jones and Moberg, 2003 ] (see Figure 2) . The MM05 code generated realizations of x having roughly a fourth the variance of y, biasing RE realizations toward being too large. MM05 thus estimate a RE critical value substantially higher (RE=0.6) than that of MBH98 (RE=0.0) and incorrectly conclude that the AD1400 step of the MBH98 temperature reconstruction is insignificant. When the MM05 algorithm is corrected to include the variance adjustment step and re-run, the estimated RE critical value comes into agreement with the MBH98 estimate 1 .
In summary, MM05 show that the normalization employed by MBH98 tends to bias results toward having a hockey-stick-like shape, but the scope of this bias is exaggerated by the choice of normalization and errors in the RE critical value estimate. Those biases truly present in the MBH98 temperature estimate remain important issues, and corrections for these biases will be taken up elsewhere. 
